The many interesting phenomena, such as snap-through, nonuniqueness, and stability, of a circular arch subjected to the symmetric pressure are studied. The balance of forces of an elemental length leads to a governing equation which is used to investigate stable states of the arch. With specific opening angle 2a = π/3, the sensitivities of angle and curvature at a base are surveyed for various of spring constants. The variations of angle and curvature at an edge are almost the same if the spring constant τ ≥ 10.
Introduction
The behavior of an arch under the action of pressure is dependent on the flexural rigidity of the arch, opening angle, and base conditions. Schreyer and Masur [4] accomplished an exact analysis and obtained analytical solutions for shallow arches with clamped bases. A series method was used to investigate the numerical solutions of the buckling shallow arch with clamped bases by Dickie and Broughton [1] , while Pi et al. [3] analyzed the in-plane buckling of circular pin-ended and fixed arches with an arbitrary cross-section under uniformly distributed normal pressure around the arch. On the other hand, Go [2] realized many interesting phenomena, such as snap-through, nonuniqueness, and stability, by considering a circular arch, which is restrained with torsional spring at the bases, under normal uniform loading.
Elastic, inextensible, and thin circular arches subjected to the action of symmetric pressure, for example, gravity, are considered. The bases of the arches are restrained with torsional spring (Figure 1 .1). Our main concerns are to analyze the susceptibility of the arch for various spring constants and stability of each bifurcation curve. For our purpose, the pressure-base angle and pressure-base curvature plots for the variations of angle and curvature and the pressure-base area for stability of each bifurcation curve are used.
In Section 2, the method of equilibrium of elemental segment is used to formulate the governing equation. The balance of normal and shear stresses of the elemental segment ( Figure 2 .1) leads to a nonlinear ordinary boundary value problem. Based on the fourthorder Runge-Kutta method, we use the shooting method to solve the boundary value problem in Section 3.
Derivation of equation
The balance of forces in the normal and tangential directions and the balance of local moment are used to derive the governing equation. According to the bending theory, it leads to
where T, S, q n , and q t are tension, shear, normal, and tangential stresses on the surface, respectively. The g represents the local angle of inclination (Figure 2 .2) and s the arc length. Moreover, we assume that the moment is proportional to local curvature, that is,
where EI is the flexural rigidity. From (2.3) and (2.4), Since the total angle change is resisted by an additional moment at the bases with torsional spring constants, the boundary conditions are
(2.10)
The normalized forms then are given by where τ = EI/τ R. The τ = 0 and τ = ∞ imply fixed and hinged base bucklings, respectively.
Numerical results and discussions
In this section, the equilibrium states of arches are investigated, for each given angle a and pressure p, using numerical tools. We transform (2.8) by g(s) = g(1 − s) and dropping tilde, and reduce, after dividing by g 2 s and integrating, to
to remove the risk of singularity. The c is an integral constant. Equation (3.1) is shoot based on the fourth-order Runge-Kutta. The boundary conditions are
Some methods to reduce the target boundary conditions were investigated in [2] . We pay attention to describe the behaviors of a circular arch of opening angle a = π/6 for various spring constants τ. Numerical results are displayed using a curve of pressurebase curvature and pressure-base angle plot for each case. Some representative solutions are depicted to show the process of collapse of the arch through snap-through. C bends downward at mid point. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show the process of deformation of the arch of each branch C and E as pressure decreases.
Not all equilibrium solutions, however, are stable. The stability of each branch is studied using pressure-base "area." Area is defined by the difference between the trivial circular arch and the deformed arch for each given pressure. Stable means that the area increases as pressure increases, otherwise unstable. Only the branch D is stable and the others (branches A, B, C, and E) are unstable (Figure 3.4) . 
Appendix
The program files (using C ++ computer language) are attached.
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